Good news! The Christian-threatening, LGBT- promoting “Equality Act” could not face confrontation with hostile Senate Judiciary Republicans this spring. It went nowhere. Yet Democrats could still try to get it through the Senate Judiciary. NPN will sound the alarm at Truthtelllers.org if it starts to move forward. Meanwhile the snout of the Gay Lobby has been whacked hard by heavy protest calling during June to Republicans of the crucial Senate Judiciary. Powerfully assisting this backlash was a perfectly timed, concise and articulate article by Dr. James Dobson in May. It was followed by Franklin Graham’s two articles in Decision magazine.

In previous articles, radio broadcasts, and YouTube videos at Truthtelllers.org I have described how “The Equality Act”, S788 and the “Anti Semitism Awareness Act”, S852 are designed by the Anti-Defamation League, (ADL) to work together to end free speech, especially for Christians.

Now for the bad news. The “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act”, (ASAA) looms as the greatest threat to free speech in Congress. In this article I discuss how the ADL’s deceptive definition of Anti-Semitism, contained in ASAA, is beguiling a large section of the Religious Right into support of this extremely dangerous bill. LINK (https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/852/text)
ADL’S CONSPIRACY AGAINST FREE SPEECH

In its perennial search to limit speech critical of Israel, the ADL found in the U.S. Department of Education (USDE) an amenable ally. It persuaded the USDE that rampant anti-Semitism exists on U.S. College and University campuses. ADL alleges many cases of harassment of Jewish students. ADL says the only way to end such discrimination is through criminalization of offending students and professors, even educational institutions who tolerate such “bias” and “intimidation”. To do this they have convinced the USDE that the definition of anti-Semitism created by ADL’s ideological adjunct, the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance, (IHRA), plus IHRA’s eleven examples of what it considers” anti-Semitic speech”, should become the criteria of what is anti-Semitic. Thus ADL, advising USDE, could create a veritable Federal dictionary of what kinds of speech on campuses would be made illegal. IHRA’s Definitions of Anti-Semitism”, (there are at least fourteen), would be compared with definitions of discrimination set forth in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as well as the Education Amendments of 1972. Any student or professor in violation of the above could be prosecuted under Federal law by the USDE’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR).

ADL’s preferred IHRA definition and its eleven examples are thus central to its “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act”. But before we discuss the actual IHRA definition, we need to consider how a huge section of the largely Pentecostal U.S. Religious Right has embraced ASAA.

HAGEE: ADL’S FALSE PROPHET

Pastor John Hagee is infamous among truly Bible-believing Christians. He heretically teaches that pious, observant Jews, by virtue of Christ’s
covenant with Abraham, have assurance of salvation, even though rejecting Christ.

LINK(https://www.google.com/search?q=haggee+denies+beflief+in+dual+covenant&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-1-ab) He has proven repeatedly that his pro-Israel coalition of Evangelicals, “Christians United for Israel”, (CUFI) with over 5 million members, has enormous clout. He can easily muster five thousand followers to descend on Congress in support of pro-Israel legislation. That happened on July 9, 2019, when for three days 5,000 CUFI members walked the halls of the U.S. Senate and House office buildings lobbying for passage of “The Anti-Semitism Awareness Act”. CUFI’s website makes it clear that it fully embraces the IHRA Definitions as a powerful tool to silence critics of Israel on campuses. Yet CUFI falsely claims …” this legislation does not outlaw anti-Semitism, rest assured those who choose to do so will still be allowed to hold anti-Semitic views and spew their hateful rhetoric”.

This is rank misinformation. The text of ASAA could not be clearer that the IHRA definition, plus 11 examples of “anti-Semitic hate speech, Section 3 (1)(2), are meant to advise the USDE on whether to pursue investigation and decide whether a violation of “anti-discrimination” Section VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 has occurred. If that is determined, the offender can be prosecuted by USDE, and if convicted, be subject to full penalties of federal law

WHAT IS “INTIMIDATION” OF JEWISH STUDENTS?

Section 6 (a)(2) of this bill includes “intimidation” of Jewish students and “creating a hostile workplace” as criteria for USDE investigation and indictment by USDE. In all its hate crimes laws worldwide ADL cleverly includes “intimidation” of specially protected groups as
grounds for prosecution. The reason is simple: a claim of “intimidation”, unlike being victim of a violent hate crime, does not hinge upon physical, demonstrable evidence. It is subjective, an alleged affliction existing within the mind and emotions of the ostensible victim. The claim by a Jewish student that he feels “intimidated” by the strong criticism of Israel from students around him protesting Israel's injustices toward Arabs (thus creating a “hostile work environment”) is difficult to disprove. ADL's purposeful use of it as a defining term thus creates extremely fertile opportunities to manufacture false statistics of “harassment” on campus. If ASAA becomes law that same fertility can result in many USDE indictments.

In all pending hate crimes bill's worldwide ADL does make sure that stringent standards are set forth to determine if a claim of intimidation, harassment, discrimination, etc is really serious enough to merit indictment. Yet, because hate laws are established by appealing to people's emotions, as time passes, police, courts and governments, swayed by the pathos of “intimidated” plaintiff's, tend to respond emotionally. They disregard the promised safeguards necessary to pass hate laws in the first place.

MILLIONS OF DECEIVED CUFI MEMBERS

Unable to refute anti-Zionists through dialogue or debate, Hagee and his millions of CUFI “Israel- Firsters” are naively following ADL’s purposefully misleading characterization of ASAA as a high-minded attempt to simply provide a just definition of anti-Semitism for our government to follow. In reality CUFI activists are powerfully helping establish a potentially Christianity-destroying ADL police state at USDE. It would be capable of persecuting, fining, and even imprisoning students and professors who love truth so much they become repeat offenders. What is also true is that we must never, never as CUFI is
doing; allow an ADL hate law to be enacted. Enacted by emotion, it will then be defended by emotion and can never be repealed. Unfortunately, the U. S. State Department has adopted the IHRC definition and its 11 examples as U. S. Policy. It is doing its best to convince other nations to follow suit. Congress also passed a resolution, (nonbinding as law) supporting the IHRC definition and its 11 examples

At CUFI’s “Night to Honor Israel”, Hagee said “We need to fight this evil darkness until it is destroyed in our college campuses, Congress, in our churches, in our colleges and universities across our nation”. LINK (http://www.cwfpac.com/tuesday-july-9-2019-fighting-anti-semitism-defending-unalienable-rights-left-abandons-reform-2020) Vice president Pence and Republican Senator Ted Cruz also encouraged the CUFI lobbyists with exhortations of no tolerance for anti-Semitism.

THE IHRA DEFINITION OF ANTI-SEMITISM”

Here is the IHRC definition:
“Anti-Semitism is a certain perception of Jews which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical and physical manifestations of anti-Semitism are directed toward Jewish and non-Jewish individuals, and /or their property, toward Jewish community, institutions and religious facilities.

LINK:(https://womenfightantisemitism.org/ihra-definition-of-antisemitism)

At least three glaring problems leap out from this definition. All three impact Christianity negatively.
PROBLEM ONE

First, it asserts that any criticism that has a history or potential of creating persecution, violence, harassment or emotional trauma, i.e. “intimidation” against Jews or Israel is anti-Semitic. For the Jewish ADL the most vehement expression of what constitutes such virulent and hurtful anti-Semitism is the New Testament’s frequent accusation that “the Jews”, i.e. Jewish Pharisaic leaders, along with a Jewish mob they incited, were responsible for convincing Pilate to have Jesus crucified. The New Testament’s “Christ-killers” charge, ADL contends, is the single greatest cause of anti-Semitism and persecution of Jews for 2000 years. Such “lies”, ADL says, led to a climate of European anti-Semitism resulting in the “Holocaust”.

If ADL remains the U.S. Department of Education’s advisor, lawgiver, and arbitrator of what is and is not anti-Semitism the results will be catastrophic. Such will encourage a trend, (as under ADL’s hate laws in Canada, and many European countries), to view “harsh” preaching from the New Testament in condemnation of the ancient Pharisee’s role behind Christ’s crucifixion as an “Anti-Semitic hate crime”. Eventually the New Testament could be banned as “hate literature”.

PROBLEM TWO

The second problem with the IHRA Definition is that it doesn’t allow criticism of Jews, Judaism or Israel for reasons of conscience, i.e. moral reasons. It was out of the empowerment of conscience that the Hebrew Prophets, Jesus, and his Apostles criticized evil Jews, their evil leaders, and evil, unjust actions by the nation Israel. It is also out of such righteous indignation that the vast majority of college activists militate against Israel’s many and continuing human rights violations
against the Palestinians. Until such abuses end, activists and their professors justly persuade business and educational institutions to withdraw economic, cultural and scientific cooperation with Israel.

**LINK:** ([https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jvp-supports-the-bds-movement/](https://jewishvoiceforpeace.org/jvp-supports-the-bds-movement/))

Yet, despite the essentially humanitarian goal of Israel’s campus critics, it is against this “scourge” of “anti-Semitic hate speech” on college campuses that the U.S. Department of Education, ADL, “The Anti-Semitism Awareness Act”, and CUFI have united to criminalize and destroy this wholesome, high-minded movement.

**PROBLEM THREE**

The third problem with the IHRC Definition is its claim that any criticism describing Jews as a “collective”, i.e. “The Jews”, is anti-Semitic. Yet there is no other term whereby the original New Testament Greek describes “evil” Jewish leaders and persecutors except in collective language, i.e. “the Jews”. The New Testament and those who will not deny it are thus set up for criminalization.

From consideration of these three objections we can see that, far from being a fair and accurate guide toward deciding who is and is not anti-Semitic, the opposite is the case. The IHRA Definition is loaded with potential to outlaw free speech everywhere with regard to matters Jewish.

**IHRC’S ELEVEN EXAMPLES OF “ANTI-SEMITIC HATE SPEECH**

There is no need to speculate on what kind of speech the “International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance” and ADL intend to criminalize worldwide. In addition to its definition of anti-Semitism on its website
IHRC posits eleven specific examples of what it considers “anti-Semitism”. All of these are included under “Definition” Sec. 3 (1)(2) in the “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act” and will be legally binding as Federal law if ASAA is signed into law by President Trump. The following is not IHRC’s list, verbatim. Again, find that at LINK above Instead, for purposes for complete understanding I removed several examples of lesser importance. And, since some of IHRA’s examples contain multiple ideas, I swell my list to thirteen. In addition, as a fifty-year student of ADL rhetoric and deviousness, I feel qualified to add brief commentary to increase understanding of the essence of what ADL intends. Here then, are my often paraphrased and reworded clarifications of IHRA/ADL’s examples of speech they consider anti-Semitic.

1. Alleging that a conspiracy to overthrow Gentile power exists within Orthodox Judaism’s most sacred scriptures, the Talmud and Zohar.


4. Alleging that Jews exert excessive influence over the U. S. Congress.

5. Questioning the accuracy of the six million figure of Jewish victims of Nazi persecution in WWII.

6. Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel than to America, or more loyal to a “Jewish agenda.”
7. “Delegitimizing” Israel’s “right to self-determination” which meant creating the State of Israel by forced exile of 700,000 Palestinians into concentration camps.

By inference this includes “Delegitimizing” Israel’s “right to self determination” by denying that a nation of Christ-rejecting Jews has the right to occupy a Holy Land which Old Testament scriptures repeatedly demand can only be inhabited as a nation through obedience to God. **LINK**


8. Accusing Israel of racism in its “Divine mandate” to exclude Arabs from their ancestral homes and properties, meanwhile building illegal settlements in their place.

9. “Harshly” demanding a higher standard of behavior for “God’s chosen people” than gentile nations. (For decades ADL has insisted that “strong” “harsh” criticism of Israel is anti-Semitic). Only ADL-approved, moderate, “diplomatic”, “normal” criticism will be legal.

10. Comparing Israel’s 1948 exile of Palestinian’s into concentration camps to persecution of the Jews by Nazis. Equating Israel’s repeated aerial attacks on Gaza, bombing it to rubble, to Hitler’s aerial attacks on Poland.

11. Alleging “Classic anti-Semitism”: the New Testament claim that Jews, including Pharisaic leaders, incited a Jewish mob, who
pressed Pilate and Roman soldiers to crucify Jesus. This example is at the very top of ADL’s priorities for criminal indictment.

12. Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israel’s policy to that of the Nazis.


Summary: Clearly, what the “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act” proposes is an incredible scenario: a tiny foreign nation, Israel, through the discretions of its U.S. representative, ADL, should have power to criminalize U.S. Citizens who sincerely, yet, “strongly” criticize Jews or Israel. What is this but incredible “chutzpah” and presumption by ADL/Israel, leading to the end of free speech for Americans?

A RELIGIOUS MOTIVE FOR PERSECUTION?

The conspicuous omission of any provisions for sincere criticism of things Jewish raises another disturbing question. From 1987 – 2015 ADL’s National Director, Abraham H. Foxman, was a chief architect of hate and bias crime theory and hate law implementation worldwide. He helped persuade some 45 U.S. states and the U.S. government, as well as Canada, 56 European nations and Australia-New Zealand to adopt and rigorously enforce Christian-persecuting hate crime laws. LINK (https://www.truthtellers.org/alerts/foxmanhatecriminal.html) Yet, during his 28 years of ADL leadership, promoting not only hate laws, but abortion, sodomy, pornography, and every other form of left-wing deviltry, Foxman was the most religious of religious Jews, a man of prayer! This became well known when he denounced his long-time
house of worship, the Orthodox Synagogue of Teaneck, New Jersey. Their fault? Among other criticisms he claimed the congregation was not praying for Israel as they should! LINK

WHAT ADL/FOXMAN REALLY BELIEVE

Can it be that the blatant omission of any provision for sincere, constructive criticism of evil Jews, Talmudic Judaism, or the State of Israel is the result of ADL’s fundamental religious bias against the worthiness or qualification of gentile “Goyim” to criticize “God’s chosen people”? Ridiculous? Consider just a few of many alarming quotes from modern Judaism’s most sacred scriptures: the Babylonian Talmud and Zohar (Cabala), written by the ancient Pharisees. They are from two pages of my 345 paged book, “Israel: Our Duty, Our Dilemma” (Available for $24.95 postpaid at Truthtellers.org.

Virtually all religious Jews consider the following passages to be divinely inspired. The Talmud commands all Jews to obey the teachings of the Talmud more than the Old Testament. The Jewish Encyclopedia, (“Authority”, page 637), Says”...the ultimate authority for Orthodoxy is the Babylonian Talmud, the Bible itself ranks second to it in reality, if not in theory”.

Yet ultra-Orthodox (Hassidic) Jews believe the Zohar’s authority supersedes even the Talmud.
Israel: Our Duty. . .Our Dilemma

been written about them: Let them be wiped off the face of the earth. Destroy the memory of the Amalekites. They are with us still in this Fourth Captivity, namely the Princes (of Rome). . .who are really Amalekites. (I, 25a, Pranaitis p. 80)

Longsuffering Israel

Until the blessed day when the Gentiles are exterminated, Israel must remain in a withered, blighted condition. This is because the Gentiles, by the confusion they stir up in the lower levels, cause the blessings of the shekinah in the upper levels from adequately descending upon Israel. Mystically equating Israel to plants in the Garden of Eden, the Zohar says that “. . .before these are exterminated the rain of Torah will not descend, and Israel, who are compared to herbs and trees, cannot shoot up, as is hinted in the words: “no shrub of the field was yet in the earth, and no herb of the field, etc.” (Gen. Ill, 5) This passage then goes on to say that the phrase “There was no man” to till the ground mystically refers to Israel today, who must endure a world which has been brought to desolation, like the primordial earth, because Gentiles are in control and Israel is “not in the temple to till the ground” with sacrifices. (I, Ber. 25b)

Notice in the last part of that passage that it reasserts the standard Talmudic dogma that only Jews are “men.” The Zohar comments on the “real” meaning of a verse in Genesis: “AND THE LORD GOD FORMED MAN. ‘Man’ here refers to Israel, whom God shaped at that time both for this world and for the future world.” (I, Ber. 26a) “. . .living soul’ refers to Israel, who have holy living souls from above, and ‘cattle and creeping thing and beast of the earth’ to the other peoples who are not ‘living soul’. . .” (I, Ber. 47a)

Israel “Repairs” The World

Someday, however, things will be as they were meant and “man,” meaning Israel, will be given the preeminence he was created for. Then, the Kabbalah tells us, “man should be unique and ruler over all.” (I Ber. 47a)

How will “man” conquer the world?
12. The Conspiracy of Kabbalah

Rabbi Jehuda said to him (Rabbi Chezokia): ‘He is to be praised who is able to free himself from the enemies of Israel, and the just are much to be praised who get free from them and fight against them.’ Rabbi Chezokia asked, ‘How must we fight against them?’ Rabbi Jehuda said, ‘By wise counsel thou shalt war against them.’ (Proverbs 24:6)

By what kind of war? The kind of war that every son of man must war against his enemies, which Jacob used against Esau — by deceit and trickery wherever possible. They must be fought against without ceasing, until proper order be restored. Thus it is with satisfaction that I say we should free ourselves from them and rule over them.’ (I, 160a, Pranaitis Trans. p. 74, 75) ³

World Domination

The intention of this passage is clear: WORLD DOMINATION.

When world dominion had occurred, the Kabbalists believed God’s power would then be manifest through the Messiah who would give Jews power over the Gentiles, even to the point of exterminating them: “The Holy one, blessed be He, will display His force and exterminate them from the world.” (III, Schemoth 7 and 9b, de Pauly) ⁴

“When these shall be exterminated, it will be as if God had made heaven and earth on that day…” (I, Ber. 25b)

³ The Sencino (Maurice and Spelling) version of this passage, contained in Vol. 2, Vayeze 160a, says the same thing but in less pointed language. Scholars of the Hebrew and Aramaic language, who prefer to remain anonymous, have translated this and other passages of the Zohar for me out of the authoritative Mantuan Edition of the Zohar (16th century), which resides in the Judaic Section of the Library of Congress. Their conclusion is that in the case of volatile passages, the Pranaitis translations are consistently superior to the Sencino. In such passages which cannot be omitted, Sencino’s practice is to tone them down by paraphrasing.

⁴ This is the French translation by de Pauly, translated into English by Nesta Webster in Secret Societies and Subversive Movements, p. 373. The elegantly printed de Pauly translation of the Zohar, which may be perused in the Library of Congress, contains many passages which the later Sencino edition omits. Mrs. Webster’s scholarship is beyond question, being a foremost British historian during the beginning of this century and rating praise from none other than Winston Churchill in the Illustrated Sunday Herald, Feb. 8, 1920.
Out of fairness it must be added that there exists wide difference between Jewish sects in how well the previous cited passages are known or heeded. In America, the laity of the Reform or Conservative branches of Judaism are likely to be materialistic and disinterested in deep study of the dry, disputatious and vast, rambling Talmud or mystical Zohar. In New York and Israel, however, the Orthodox, but especially, Ultra-Orthodox (Hassidic, Haredi) are vividly aware of Talmudic Judaism’s historic hatred and dehumanization of Gentiles and embrace it! In fact, in Israel, Christians and their Clergy must be willing to turn their saliva-covered cheeks as they are spit upon by youthful, Talmudically radicalized Ultra-Orthodox settlers. LINK: (https://www.opendoorsusa.org/take-action/pray/christians-feel-growing-oppression-in-israel/)

A WARNING TO PRO-ZIONIST EVANGELICALS

Over the past twenty years, especially in “hard line” hate law countries such as Holland and Scandinavia, UK, France, Australia and Canada, ADL Hate Laws have criminalized and punished many for “Homophobic” and “Islamophobic” “hate speech”. If enshrined into law, ASAA will only be a foot in the door toward vastly wider hate crime applications. It will be a relatively small step for the U.S. government to go from outlawing students and professors who “strongly” criticize Israel to outlawing all Americans who violate the IHRC definitions. This includes those who criticize sodomy and Islam. This is ominous, especially for Bible-believing Christians and leaders, countless numbers of whom are on public record as speaking vehemently against homosexuality and Islam and who refuse to end such criticism.
ADL WANTS INTO CHRISTIAN CHURCHES

Recently, ADL Europe held a large “Combating anti-Semitism” conference under the auspices of the European Jewish Congress. [LINK](https://eurojewcong.org/resources/catalogue-of-policies-for-combating-antisemitism) Pope Francis provided a televised statement of support. Two disturbing recommendations from the conference stand out. First, ADL powerfully encourages church leaders worldwide to teach (as Hagee does) that observant Jews are equally empowered to attain salvation and Heaven without Christ. Second, ADL insists that all Christian churches worldwide posses an ADL-friendly “envoy”. ADL says such a person should be in a position of authority, capable of firing, reprimanding, or driving from the Church any Christian who expresses an “anti-Semitic” idea. This would include “strong” criticism of Israel or agreement with the New Testament that “the Jews” were primarily responsible for Christ’s crucifixion.

Jesus predicted that in the last days his disciples would “be brought up to the synagogues” for trial and judgment (Luke 21:12). Persecution of His church by anti-Christ Jews distinguished the beginning of the Church age and thus will also describe its end. This is because, “Babylon the Great” is Israel, the mother of Harlots, whom Revelation 17:6 says will be “drunken with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus”. The same rebellious Harlot, Israel, specifically identified as the archetypical “Harlot” over eighty-five times in the Old Testament, is ascending in power, and straining toward world domination. With 31 nations now having adopted ADL/HIRC’s definition of anti-Semitism and its eleven examples, international Zionism is rapidly moving toward enforcement of the IHRC definitions world wide. If that happens Israel will have acquired ironclad control of the speech
of the nations. This means world control. LINK: (https://truthtellers.org/alerts/babylonthegreatisraelreprint.html)

A FINAL NOTE

Years ago, my friend, the late Michael Collins Piper, author, broadcaster, and veteran antagonist of ADL, told me the following: He was on a street corner in Washington, DC., when his attention turned to a man standing near him. “Hey”, he shouted, “I know you. You’re Abe Foxman!” Foxman, recognizing his nemesis, turned away, running down the block without stopping, until he disappeared in the crowd. This is the way it should be: not Christian leaders hiding from ADL lest ADL smear them “anti-Semitic”. Rather, ADL, wrecker of civilization, running from honest Americans who finally recognize its conspiracy to end freedom everywhere. Here’s how you can help get ADL on the run!

TAKE ACTION!

Lovers of freedom must repeat our temporary victory against “Equality” by a bombardment of calls against “The Anti-Semitism Awareness Act”, S852. (A House version has also been introduced but we cannot be distracted by it. It will doubtless pass in the Democrat controlled House). The office of Republican sponsor Senator Tim Scott has told us the Senator will attempt to persuade the Chairman of the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee, Sen. Lamar Alexander, to allow the ASAA to be introduced for testimony and markup. This has not happened but could at any time.

It is of first importance that you call Senator Alexander at 1-202-224-3121 and tell him: “Please reject the “Anti Semitism Awareness Act,
S852. It is a deceptive Hate crime bill which destroys free speech. Please read the article on this at Truthtellers.org”. At this late hour we must concentrate our phoning firepower upon all Republican members of the crucial, more important Senate Judiciary Committee.

Here are their names:

Lindsey Graham  Thom Tillis
Chuck Grassely  Joni Ernst
John Cornyn  Mike Crapo
Michael S. Lee  John Kennedy
Ted Cruz  Marsha Blackburn
Ben Sasse  Joshua D. Hawley

Call 1-202-224-3121 and repeat the message above. Finally, call the offices of the Senators, both Republicans and Democrats, from your State, with the same message. (To find them Google “U.S. Senators from (your) State”, or call your Library)

Too much work? It is nothing compared to the impossibility of freeing ourselves, children and grandchildren from loss of free speech if the two hate bills we are fighting become law.

CALL NOW!

P.S. Even the ultra –Liberal American Civil Liberties Union agrees the “Anti-Semitism Awareness Act” is an Israel serving farce, suppressing free speech.

Rev. Ted Pike is director of the National Prayer Network, a non-profit Christian activist group, largely responsible for helping revive the National Day of Prayer under President Reagan http://truthlosers.org/aboutnpn.html. NPN’s Truthlosers website has also played a pivotal role in holding back passage of hate crime legislation in America.

In 2001 Rev. Pike and his wife Alynn went to Canada researching the 60 minute video, “Making Criminals of Christians”. It is available for $24.95 at Truthlosers.org or at P.O. Box 828, Clackamas, OR 97015. Rev. Pike can be reached at npntedpike@gmail.com